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Abstract—Event Driven Software (EDS) are one of the widely used software’s which considers a large number of events invoked by users and present with new sequence of events as the output. It comprises both the types i.e. GUI based and web based software’s. The testing is a very challenging task as a large number of events can be invoked by the users so it can be an exhaustive job for the tester. This paper provides a deep study about Event Driven Software and their testing for bug free software. In this we use prioritization criteria to make the testing much more convenient as the nature of EDS is large amount of events invoked by the users through an interface.

Index Terms—Event Driven Software (EDS), GUI testing, Test Case Prioritization, t-way Interaction Coverage, web application testing

I. INTRODUCTION

The quality of software is assured by testing the software development, application and its progression. While testing, test cases are usually created and followed by their execution on an Application under Test (AUT) [1]. Event Driven Software (EDS) takes large number of test cases so, we require new testing techniques for undertaking EDS. Owing to the nature of event driven it takes a number of inputs invoked by the user and consequent upon state change it generates a new combination of inputs denoted as the new output. Different outputs are generated for different combination of inputs which EDS generates. It is very tedious job to test all the possible combinations as the growth of the events is exponential. The examples of EDS are Graphical User Interfaces (GUI’s) and Web Applications. It gives flexibility to user’s as for example considering in GUI, user can input the GUI events (mouse clicks, typing in text field) differently varying on the number, execution order and the type. EDS is widely used as the software interacts with the user through the sequence of events generated by the user and performs accordingly. In this paper we will cover all the aspects related to EDS and testing of EDS using prioritization as a criterion.

II. RELATED WORK

The Event Driven Software (EDS) approach was proposed by Xiao-ling [2] by way of testing technology of Event Driven Software and analyzed the differences between Event Driven Software and the traditional software. It is procedure oriented and based on above analysis the mechanism of event driven and its effect on software testing was unveiled. The event coverage criterion was also defined. The event executing rules such as concurrent event, ordinal event, non ordinal event and predecessor event were described [2] which were followed by method of testing according to the rules.

Bryce and Memon [3] postulated testing model for both web and GUI applications. In this model test case prioritization was achieved by employing of interaction based criterion, frequency based on the usage and as well as the count [3]. The data demonstrated that the prioritization through a two-way (criteria based on interaction) and PV-L to S (criteria based on Parameter count) gave the perfect results in detecting the fault rates for the GUI applications. However, main disadvantage lies in the fact that multiple criteria for prioritization are combined to give the final output but in many instances it has been found that multi criteria is more useful rather than considering a single criterion.

Huang et al. [4] reported both weighted event flow graph and GUI Test case prioritization, were employed for ranking the GUI test cases which are non-weighted. For assigning weights, events classification is on the basis of their importance throughout the application [4].

Bryce and Memon [5] put forwarded interaction coverage which helps in test suite prioritization. The t-way interaction coverage and comparison was performed by fault detection rate criteria for the prioritization of GUI based program Test suites. The test suits with maximum coverage of event interaction advantage the maximum, whereas, those having lesser coverage of interaction was a disadvantage as there was no benefit after employing this prioritization technique [5].

Rothermal et al. [6] discussed about the prioritization of test cases for regression testing which increases the effectiveness of test cases for implementation in meeting performance objective. One of it can be the fault detection rate which quantifies how fast a fault is observed throughout the process of testing. Therefore, rate of fault detection is much more fast and allows the developer in fixing the faults quickly. Prioritization involves one application of regression testing which is retesting once modifications are done in the software. An advantage of prioritization is that the information is comprehended about the past executed test cases to get the ordering of the test cases. Several techniques
for regression testing were used for extracting useful information by prioritizing test cases [6]. Yu and Lau [7] postulated the prioritization using the faults found by the test cases which straight away uses the information regarding ability of fault detection. Based on the proposed fault model interaction between the test cases and the faults is used for test case generation [7].

Gerrard [8] reported testing and prioritization of the GUI applications in which the fault detection effects are dependent on the way of interaction of a given event with another event and requires further exploration. The weight value assigned to will surely have an impression on ability of detecting fault for a given test case.

III. GUI AND WEB BASED APPLICATIONS: SIMILARITY (GENEARALISED MODEL):

GUI-Based Applications:
GUI acts as an interface between the software and the users. The interaction of user with the software through series of events invoked by the user and the software present with new sequence of events as the output which is recognized by changed GUI’s widgets. GUI testing is stated as inspecting the full application by generation of only GUI inputs to find the errors and failures in the application.

Test cases are generated using tools i.e. replay/capture tools such as Win Runner which provide very less automation [9], as we need test cases which are run to test the application and find out the errors if present.

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) is a system which by nature is hierarchical and behaves as a front end for the software which accepts user invoked inputs and system generated events and in return produces an output.

Web Applications:
A web application contains pages which can be accessed by the users by using a web browser through a network which connects the two. A web page can be either static or dynamic. There can be million lines of code using languages such as Java Script, ASP, Java Servelts and HTML for programming.

The languages used can be differentiated into two as client-side languages and server-side languages. Java script falls into client-side language and ASP, Java Servelts falls into server-side languages.

Event generation in a web application can be generated by two ways:
1) In client side code an event gets triggered which bring changes in the user interface displayed to the user without code execution on server side like hovering over a link it makes the color of the link changes.
2) In client side code an event gets triggered which makes the execution of code on server side like pressing a submit button after filling a form.

Web application testing is stated as inspecting the full application by generation of inputs which are URL based to find the faults. It is a manual task. The tool used is a capture-replay tool which captures the tester action throughout the application and then replay on the web application [10].

Generalized Model:
The user-centric nature between Graphical User Interface (GUI) and Web Application makes them similar to each other and develop a single platform for both GUI and Web applications for test suite prioritization. Considering both the as ‘window’. We have a pair \(<parameter\_name,value>\) as parameter-values. The widgets present in the window are known as parameters and their settings are known as values and the term ‘action’ being considered as the series of interactions on a single window done by the users before switching to the new one.

Action listeners are the event handlers for a GUI application to be implemented. Consider an event like clicking a button an action event performed by the user which results into an action message which is sent to all the action listeners that have been in the application. We can create test cases from the given application to design a single model. The generated test cases are a series of the actions performed by the user. For each, a value for one or more parameters in the pair set is set by the user.

Similarly, for Web applications, the page is considered as a window. In case of GUIs, the widgets present on the window are considered as ‘parameters’, and ‘values’ being their settings. Different number of criteria’s can be used when developing a single platform for both GUI and Web applications for test suite prioritization.

IV. FACTORS AFFECTING PRIORITIZATION OF TEST CASE

Here assignment of weight value is done by taking the following factors [11] into account:

- Event Type
- Interaction of the Event
- Coverage of Event

The following is the description of various factors given above:

- Event Type – The type of event plays a major role on the fault detecting potential of a test case generated by user input. As per earlier reports events can be broadly classified into five major types as Unrestricted-Focus Event, Menu-Open Event, Termination Event, System-Interaction Event and Restricted-focus Event. Based on the importance of each type of events weight value has been assigned to various types of events. For better understanding assignment of weight values is presented in Table 1.
• **Interaction of Event** – Interaction of event in an Event Driven Software directs the program to follow an execution path which is quite different and has the potentiality of divulging new faults in the given system. Here in the anticipated technique the test cases which have high value of the event interaction are assigned the Priority [13].

• **Coverage of Event**– In order to obtain best results test suits which encompasses maximum coverage of event is given additional significance than the test suits providing lesser coverage. Therefore, it will include actions or parameter values as well as the window counts, which gets covered by the test case.

### V. PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

We can use various criteria for prioritizing the test cases generated for EDS testing. Prioritization of the test cases which have maximum fault revelation in the testing process is very important. Hence, prioritizing the test cases is one of the challenging part of research for maintaining QA in Software testing [14,15,16,17].

According to the prioritization techniques for the test cases, test cases are prioritized using priority as a parameter; in other words, it can be defined as a test suite say T, now PT being the number of possible permutations of T, and a function from PT to real numbers which is \( f \). We need to find T’ \( \epsilon \) PT, such that (\( V \ T I) (T I \epsilon PT) (T I \neq T’ ) [f(T’) \geq f(TI)] \).

Following are few strategies:

A) **Using Parameter Values for Systematic Prioritization**

Web application pages contain parameters for which values are specified the users.

**Interaction Coverage using Parameter-value:** In 2-way criterion next test is selected where the number of t-way parameter-value interactions gets maximized among the pages which occur in a test.

**Parameter-value counts determining the Length:** During a user session, parameter values are specified by the users. The Prioritization is done by considering the number of parameter values in a test case including duplicates. There are two categories which select those tests first for number of parameter values is highest, called PV-L to S and the second one is called PV-S to L in which we prioritize but vice-versa by selecting those first which are having smallest number of parameter-values.

B) **Random Prioritization**

Random Prioritization just selects the next test in a random manner. In this, we keep selecting randomly until no more test cases are left to be selected for the prioritized test suite.

C) **Prioritization by Test Length**

Prioritization of length is done using base requests which by selecting the next test whose count of base requests including duplicates are the highest. The request generated in a test case roughly explains to what extent the test case is using the application code. The ordered test suite rate of fault detection can be impacted by the ordering of test cases which consider their length. The ordering of test cases can be done in two manners one is (Req-LtoS) descending and other is (Req-StoS) ascending order of the length, where length is the count of base requests for a test case.

D) **Prioritization based on Frequency**

We can do the prioritization based on the frequency count of the page accessed sequences which can be seen in the test case. The failures have more impact on reliability as perceived by the application users; we consider on considering the test cases the frequency of accessing the application rises, which can improve the fault detection rate of the test suite which is ordered.

Depending upon the number of times the unique page sequences being accessed in the throughout test suite, we construct a frequency table. The considered sequences are in terms of base requests it means the parameter-value pairs are ignored and those sequences which involve interactions between Java servlet pages and JSP only; it means sequences that contain static HTML pages are not included.

Using the frequency table, we can do prioritization of test cases in two manners:

**Most Frequently Accessed Sequence (MFAS):** It consider the most frequently accessed sequence of request say ‘as’ and orders test cases according to the count ‘as’ is visible in the test case in decreasing order.

**All Accessed Sequences (AAS):** This approach considers all sequences for the test suite ordering. Considering every sequence, ‘as’, starting with accessed sequence most frequently occurring; the maximum occurring test cases for the execution are selected for execution among others.

### VI. CONCLUSIONS

Graphical User Interfaces (GUI’s) and Web Applications are different areas but they both have some kind of similarity which allows creation of an exclusive single model for testing the EDS. Prioritization criteria makes the testing much more convenient as the nature of EDS is large amount of events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Events</th>
<th>Weight Value Assigned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted-Focus Event</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menu-Open Event</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination Event</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System-Interaction Event</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted-Focus Event</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1: WEIGHT VALUES ASSIGNMENT TO VARIOUS EVENTS [12]**
invoked by the users through an interface considering test cases having higher fault revealing capabilities. We concluded that the prioritization through a two-way (criteria based on interaction) and PV-L to S (criteria based on Parameter count) gave the perfect results in detecting the fault rates for the GUI applications. For web application frequency based technique is more suitable. Thus, we presented a single exclusive model for both the GUI and web-based applications which are the examples of an event-driven software system. The model results test orders which are more effective and results into better testing of EDS.
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